The Advance
family of ant baits.
Because life happens.
®

Once ants find a food source around the home, they can be

To manage ant colonies and maintain your customer’s peace

difficult to control. To help resolve this problem, BASF

of mind, rely on the Advance family of ant baits as part of the

developed the Advance family of ant baits. Their desirable bait
matrices are quickly accepted by a wide variety of ants. The

active ingredients have delayed action, allowing workers to pass

Absolute Ant Control Solution.
n

methods provide you with the flexibility to control ants in

bait throughout the entire colony.
With its attractive bait matrices and flexible application options

Flexible: Four different ant baits and three application

different areas of the property.
n

– including gel, granular baits, and bait stations – the Advance

Highly Effective: The delayed action of the baits allows

ants to make the trip between the bait and the colony,

family of ant baits provides a full spectrum of control.

resulting in desired food sharing.
n

Attractive: A variety of bait matrices will entice even the

toughest-to-control species of ants when food preferences
change with the seasons.

The Advance® Family of Ant Baits

Flexible to Fit All Situations

Advance

With the Advance family of ant baits, you have different

A.I. 0.011% Abamectin B1

granular carpenter ant bait and Advance 375A granular

Granular Carpenter Ant Bait
Packaged 8 oz., 2 lb.
n

Premier carpenter ant bait

n

Large grit size with proprietary blend of attractants

options to control ants both indoors and out. Advance

ant bait can be used around termite bait stations, in ant bait
stations or as a perimeter, mound or broadcast treatment.
Advance 360 Dual Choice ant bait stations can be placed

along walls, baseboards, under sinks, and around appliances.

Advance 375A

And, since ants forage vertically, Advance 388B ant gel bait

Granular Ant Bait

can be applied on vertical surfaces in or around the home.

A.I. 0.011% Abamectin B1

Highly Effective

Packaged 8 oz., 2 lb.
n

Universal ant bait formula with a
unique blend of proteins and carbohydrates

n

Contains a mix of grit sizes that can be picked up and
taken by many species of ants

Advance 360A Dual Choice
Ant Bait Stations

A.I. 0.011% Abamectin B1

Packaged 4 box/case; 18 pk/box
n

Professional ant bait station
with two different bait matrices in each station

n

Contains a protein blend and carbohydrate/oil blend in
separate compartments

n

Packaged in child-resistant container

n

Perfect for pharaoh ants

As social insects, ants live in colonies. The Advance family
of ant baits use the social behavior of ants - specifically food
sharing - to eliminate the entire colony.

Attractive
The Advance family of ant baits provides attractive bait

matrices that will appeal to different species of ants, including
problematic Argentine and crazy ants. Ant baits are a practical
option for people, too - they pose less risk to children and pets
due to limited exposure and precise application.
Bait Selection Parameters:

Advance Granular Ant Baits - Grit Size
Carpenter ant
Acrobat ant

Advance 388B
Ant Gel Bait

A.I. 5.4% Borax

Big-headed ant
Advance Granular Carpenter Ant Bait

Packaged 5 box/case;

Argentine ant

4 x 30 g reservoirs/box
n

Harvester ant

The convenience of a gel that’s

Odorous ant

attractive like a liquid

Pharaoh ant

n

Borax, a natural ingredient, poses a low risk

n

Applied indoors and outdoors in areas where ants travel,
hide, or nest, like the cracks and crevices in windows,
door sills, water pipes, and door jambs

Advance 375A Granular Ant Bait

Crazy ant
Little black ant
Pavement ant
Thief ant

Rely on the Advance family of ant baits as a part of the
Absolute Ant Control Solution protocol from BASF.

To learn more, visit pestcontrol.basf.us or contact your local
BASF sales representative.

Always read and follow label directions.
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